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This photograph from Greg Chapman features mud curls at Lake Mungo. The curls are formed from a layer
of sediment that settled in puddles after rain and then cracked and curled as it dried. See more of Greg’s
soil art archive on page 30.
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FROM ASSSI PRESI DEN T ST EPH EN CAT T LE
A notable feature of the 2006 ASSSI Annual General Meeting, held during the Adelaide
soils conference last December, was the spirited discussion of soil science education in
Australia at present. Issues such as the supply of suitably trained graduates, awareness of
soil science as a career path and the recruitment of student members into our Society
were all debated; there was broad agreement that the promoting of soil science education
should remain a priority of the Society. Since that meeting, we have seen a somewhat
dire assessment of current soil science education from Philippe Baveye (Profile 148, pp.
22-25), who asserts that the discipline of soil science is disappearing from university
faculties, that soil science educators have lost touch with the real world, and that many
professors of soil science have lost enthusiasm for their discipline. A significantly more
upbeat response article from Alex McBratney, Budiman Minasny and Alfred Hartemink
(Profile 149, p. 16) pointed out that, in Australian universities, there has never been
more professors of soil science, and that they are ‘punching above their weight’ in terms of research output and
impact. This demonstrates to me that we have the ‘apparatus’ in place to train soil science researchers and
practitioners into the future, regardless of the names of the departments/schools/institutes/faculties through which
soil science is taught.
However, the worrying fact remains that enrolments in agricultural science, environmental science and, indeed,
science in general, have been declining in universities across Australia and New Zealand over the last decade. The
obvious flow-on effect for the discipline of soil science is that there is a substantially smaller pool of students who
may elect to specialise in soil science in their senior undergraduate years, and a still smaller pool who may consider
postgraduate study in soil science.
From my ivory tower perch at the University of Sydney, I have observed this trend first-hand; enrolments in the
BScAgr degree, the main source of soil science-trained graduates at this university, have dropped by a third over
recent years. If such low enrolment rates continue, the number of students specialising in soil science will almost
inevitably drop too. Considering the employment opportunities available, and the media attention given to ‘hot’
soil-related environmental issues such as carbon sequestration and trading, the allocation of scarce water resources
to different landuses, salinisation and urban pollution, I find it ironic and puzzling that student interest in applied
science programs should be dwindling.
Why is this so? The prolonged drought in eastern Australia? That might account for a few potential students not
turning up, but it doesn’t account for an agriculture student downturn in more verdant regions (eg New Zealand).
Certainly there is a perception amongst high school leavers that a career in science won’t make you rich (and
they’re probably right), but I suspect that not all 18-year-olds are driven by earning potential alone. It might be
argued by some (eg Philippe Baveye) that soil science education is significantly disconnected from the ‘real world’,
but in my experience the interaction and exchange between faculties of applied sciences and industry is strong and
increasing every year. Obviously, soil science academics do not have the time and resources to teach every subdiscipline of soil science to students, but I think the majority of university academics would be happy to receive
feedback on their offerings from their stakeholders, and I include ASSSI as one such stakeholder.
Instead, I think the main cause of the dwindling number of students entering applied science programs is the
dizzying array of choices offered to 18-year-olds and a lack of awareness of the opportunities afforded by applied
sciences such as soil science. University Open Days are a chaotic montage of posters, free t-shirts and bookmarks,
DVD-presentations, balloons-on-a-stick, furry animals gambolling about near the Vet Faculty display, free bands
blaring away in the quadrangle and half-a-forest-worth of faculty and degree prospectuses, all designed to lure in
undecided school leavers. This is not conducive to an 18-year-old kid suddenly having a ‘light globe moment’ and
deciding to dedicate his/her tertiary education and working life to saving the soils of the Murray-Darling Basin. The
raising of awareness about soil clearly has to start earlier, and to that end we have heard recently (Profile 148, p.
15) of the Queensland Branch’s efforts to get more soil science material into Queensland high school curricula. I
commend the Queenslanders for this, and echo Kristie Watling’s request for other ideas for soil-related resources
that might be supplied to primary or secondary schools as a way of raising awareness. Indeed, at the last Federal
Council meeting we discussed the notion of preparing some sort of soil information/activity kit for distribution to
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all schools in Australia during 2008, to coincide with the International Year of Planet Earth program. Across the
Tasman our colleagues in the NZSSS are working on developing a travelling soil science roadshow, while in the
US, the SSSA has a well-developed soil education resources page on their website. I’d like to think that ASSSI, too
could make a concerted effort of taking the wonder and opportunities of soil science to the youth of our country.
Until next issue, happy broadcasting about the wholesome goodness of soil science,

Stephen CPSS Stage 3

ASSSI ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
4pm Friday 23 November 2007
University of Melbourne, Parkville Campus, Royal Parade
Contact Alice Melland alice.melland@dpi.vic.gov.au or 03 5624 2281

2007 LEEPER MEMORIAL LECTURE
5pm Friday 23 November 2007
Professor Lynette Abbott
Head, School of Earth & Geographical Sciences
University of Western Australia
Organic agriculture:
a model for understanding soil fertility
Organic agriculture is increasing in popularity in
Australia. It depends to a greater extent on biological
processes to recycle nutrients in soil than do other forms
of agriculture. There is a unique opportunity to use
organic agriculture as a model for questioning the relative roles of soil chemical and biological
processes in food production.
ASSSI Victorian Branch and the Faculty of Land and Food Resources extends a cordial
invitation to you to attend the 16th Professor GW Leeper Memorial Lecture 2007 at 5pm, Friday
23 November, Medical Sunderland Lecture Theatre, The University of Melbourne
Introduction to the lecture by Richard MacEwan.
The Frank Gibbons Award will be presented at the lecture.
Complimentary refreshments will follow the lecture in the Systems Gardens.
At 7pm the Annual Leeper Lecture Dinner will be held at University House ($48/$38student)

POST LEEPER LECTURE FIELD TRIP
9.00am-4.00pm Saturday 24 November
A field trip based on Lyn’s theme of soil biology and organic farming will visit organic
vegetable and dairy farms in the Westernport and West Gippsland regions. A bus will depart
from the Faculty of Land and Food Resources, the University of Melbourne at 9am and return
by 4pm. $20 members/$30 non-members. Includes lunch.

RSVP 9 November 2007
Alice Melland, ASSSI Vic Branch 03 5624 2281 or alice.melland@dpi.vic.gov.au .
All other enquiries to
Deli Chen, Acting Secretary ASSSI Vic Branch 03 8344 8148 delichen@unimelb.edu.au
Prof. Robert White, President ASSSI Vic Branch 0417 583 342 robertew@unimelb.edu.au
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V ALE GEOFF H U M PH REY S 1 9 5 3 -2 0 0 7
It was with great sadness and regret that
ASSSI members learnt that Associate
Professor Geoff Humphreys of Macquarie
University died suddenly on Sunday 12
August 2007. He had been out jogging
through bushland near his home in northern
Sydney when he suffered a heart attack. He
was only 54.

Geoff was a highly respected and valued member
of the soil science community in Australia and
around the world. He was renowned as a
committed and tireless researcher and teacher with
phenomenal levels of energy and productive
output. His passion for understanding processes of
soil formation and landscape development was an
inspiration to all of us. Geoff played an active
Geoff Humphreys at 18th World Congress of Soil Science
role in ASSSI and the IUSS, and his passing is a
gala dinner, Philadelphia, July 2006 (photo courtesy of
terrible loss to soil science. The tributes to Geoff
University of Delaware)
that have come from friends and colleagues all
around the world bear testimony to the high esteem in which he was held.

Early years
Geoffrey Steel Humphreys was born in Sydney in 1953, the eldest of five children, and was brought up there, apart
from a few years in Murwillumbah, northern NSW. The early death of his father when he was only 7 years old
thrust responsibility and a leadership role on Geoff as he helped to care for his younger brothers and sisters, no
doubt contributing to his strong authoritative character in later years. As a teenager, Geoff excelled in many sports,
particularly rugby where he had a reputation as a skilled and tough hooker. He was a very accomplished scout,
becoming a Queen Scout and was a prefect at his high school. During these years Geoff developed a love of
bushwalking and adventure activities, and revelled being outside and exploring the wonders of nature. His brothers
report of the long hard days they had out hiking in the wilderness, where Geoff pushed them all to their limits, all in
the name of fun!
Geoff enrolled as an undergraduate at Macquarie University in the early 1970s, initially studying economics but
soon transferring to the earth sciences where his real interests lay. He excelled at his studies and graduated with
first class honours and was encouraged to move directly onto a PhD. In the following years Geoff pursued his
doctorate part time whilst working in the highlands of Papua New Guinea and at the University of PNG and raising
a young family with his wife Janelle, his close and loving companion for the next 30 years. He gained his doctorate
in 1985, and after a couple of years teaching at the University of NSW took up a position in a multi-disciplinary
team in the land management program of the Research School of Pacific Studies at the Australian National
University. This saw him return to PNG and also to other parts of Asia and the Pacific and even Africa for long
field seasons. Geoff was fascinated by the spectacular and highly dynamic landscapes of these countries, which he
investigated with boundless enthusiasm. He was also concerned about the extent of erosion and other land
degradation that was common throughout these countries.

Role of organisms in soil formation
In 1994, Geoff returned to Macquarie University, teaching and continuing his research into processes of soil
formation and landscape evolution. He particularly focused on the role of soil dwelling organisms, producing
undeniable evidence of their significance in soil formation. In this work he brought together the disciplines of
pedology, geomorphology and ecology, a unique approach and one that led to groundbreaking ideas. His
collaboration with colleagues Ron Paton and Peter Mitchell led to the publication in 1995 of Soils : a new global
view, a book that presented radically new ideas on processes of soil formation. The model they proposed placed a
much greater emphasis on biotic and geomorphic processes such as bioturbation and surface wash, and less on the
traditionally accepted pedogenic processes such as vertical movement of clay by eluviation. The book received
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international acclaim and in 1999 the three authors were awarded the GK Gilbert Award for Excellence in
Geomorphic Research by the Association of American Geographers. This prestigious award is only given every
three years and this was the first time it had gone outside America. In an article titled Shock the World (and then
some), Randall Schaetzl included it within the four most groundbreaking and influential treatises on
geomorphology and pedology of the 20th century. Other reviewers put the book at the front of a paradigm shift in
the understanding of soil genesis. Receiving the award in America on behalf of the trio must have been one of the
proudest moments in Geoff’s career. He continued to collaborate with Ron Paton on soil genesis issues right up to
his death, with two papers critically evaluating the zonalistic foundations of soil science in the USA having just
been published in Geoderma (2007, vol. 139).

Soil morphology
Geoff recognised the critical importance of detailed quantitative observations of soil morphology at the macro and
micro scales. In collaboration with others in Australia and internationally, he sought to unlock secrets of pedology
revealed by soil morphological features, generating an impressive publication output along the way. He
enthusiastically adopted and promoted new innovative techniques in his studies. He had recently made exciting
insights into soil and landscape genesis with Macquarie University associates Marshall Wilkinson, Paul Hesse and
others with the use of innovative soil dating techniques involving luminescence dating and cosmogenic
radionuclides. Amongst other things, their results suggest that many soils in Australia are considerably younger
than previously thought. Geoff was instrumental in the establishment of the Soil Morphology and
Micromorphology Commission of the IUSS, which he chaired from 2002 to 2006 and was currently 2nd vice chair.
In this role he is said to have breathed new life into the morphological study of soils. More generally Geoff has
been credited with paving the way for a truly modern, interdisciplinary approach to pedology, one that effectively
incorporates geomorphological and ecological principles, and this is perhaps the primary legacy of Geoff’s career.
In addition to his fine research contributions, Geoff will be remembered as a great teacher and advocate of soil
science and scientific research. As an Associate Dean of Research at Macquarie University, he was an energetic
contributor on several post graduate and research guiding
committees. He was active in ASSSI and IUSS, currently
representing the NSW Branch on the organising Committee of the
Brisbane 2010 World Congress. For 11 years he was co-editor of
the Australian Geographer journal. He was a great communicator,
always managing to clearly convey his ideas and inspire others
with his enthusiasm. Although he was known to ruffle feathers at
times with his strongly held views, this was always done in a spirit
of constructive good will.
Geoff was widely admired for his commonsense and wisdom. He
was the one that friends and colleagues turned to for sage advice,
being described as ‘the tribal elder’ of his Department (even though
he wasn’t that old!). Although initially he could appear almost
intimidating, especially with his tough gravelly voice, his great
warmth of character and good humour quickly became evident.
Seeing Geoff enjoying a good belly laugh over a beer was a
common sight on field trips. His description as an ‘affable old bear’
was very apt. An essentially modest man, Geoff rarely referred to
his own achievements, always preferring to sing the praises of
others, particularly his students.
Geoff, so many of us are deeply saddened and upset by your
sudden passing. We’re going to miss your warm friendship,
illuminating discussions and guiding hand. So many of us had
plans for exciting collaborations with you that now cannot be. But
we are all grateful for the time you spent with us and for your
contributions to soil science. Thankyou and farewell Geoff.
Jonathan Gray and others
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V ALE BI LL M CART H U R 1 9 2 2 -2 0 0 7
On 23 July 2007 the soil science community saw the sad loss, in Perth WA, of pedologist Bill McArthur. Born in
August 1922, Bill was raised on a family farm at Millicent SA along with six other siblings. Upon leaving school
early (yes, those were the Depression years!) he found a position as a laboratory assistant at nearby Mt Burr
Research Station. With the advent of war Bill served as a navigator in Catalinas on the WA coast and in Beaufort
light bombers out of New Guinea.
During the post-war era, under the CRTS scheme, Bill gained a science degree in geology and botany at the
University of WA. An honours degree, based largely on the ecology of Garden Island, kindled a lifelong interest in
soils and associated landscapes. On joining the Division of Soils CSIRO, in 1950, he worked on the soils of the
Swan Coastal Plain and developed a general model proposing the principals of soil distribution for this part of
Western Australia.
Transferred to Armidale, NSW in the late1950s, Bill turned his attention to the soils on the volcanic formations of
the Dorrigo district. As well, he developed an interest in the study of plant/soil relationships. Upon returning to the
west in the 1960s, he put this latter experience to good use as a member of the National Soil Fertility Project.
During his 30 years at CSIRO Bill studied soil patterns in several parts of the southwest of Western Australia. Of
note, he established an understanding of soil patterns in the Pemberton area. This work, along with his earlier
coastal studies, formed the basis for his future investigations along the far south-western coast of the continent.
Bill was also responsible for the Kimberley section of the Atlas of Australian Soils.
On leaving CSIRO in 1982 he worked as a private consultant, particularly in relation to the forest plantation
industry. As well, he carried out soil mapping for a number of government authorities. During this time he was
author of ‘Reference soils of south-western Australia’, a publication sponsored by the WA Branch of ASSSI with
sites, collating the relevant chemical and mineralogical data and appropriate maps; a large task indeed, with a very
worthy result. Ever the professional, it seemed that Bill understood little of the word ‘retirement’. He maintained
an active interest in natural patterns be they soils, landforms or vegetation and for this he was greatly respected.
Moira, a member of a pioneering family of the Tammin district (WA wheatbelt) passed away some years ago. Bill
is survived by sons Jeff and Colin and families.
Max Churchward

LET T ERS
Invitation to Soil Wiki
As part of our Catchment Knowledge Exchange (CKE) project, we’ve been trialling a soil health knowledge broker
service at www.catchmentknowledgeexchange.net.au. The main objective of the project is to test whether a
dedicated knowledge broker service will improve the availability and accessibility of knowledge for natural
resource management decision-making.
Our soils-related activities include preparing responses to ten key soils questions that have been asked during the
trial. The responses have been written in Wiki format, allowing others to modify the original response, including
the addition of new material – corroborating or contradicting, or further developing a minor aspect of the original
material.
The SoilWiki material is potentially of interest and relevance to many people, providing as it does a ‘first pass’
response to key soils questions and bringing together much up-to-date soils-related knowledge. And, as the
SoilWiki material is modified, the amount of information and its degree of relevance will increase.
If you’re interested in getting involved in working on the Wiki, we would love to hear from you. You can either go
straight to the website and start Wiki-ing (you need to register first, a straightforward process) or, alternatively,
contact us to discuss your potential involvement, including which of the questions may be of interest to you. We
can also assist you with CKE website registration.
Malory Weston
on behalf of the Victorian Catchment Management Council (VCMC) and EWR Consultants
0427 518 631 or maloryweston@ewr.net.au #
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CPSS ACCREDI T AT I ON BOARD REPORT
Graham Price, chair
of the CPSS
Accreditation Board,
reports on the
Board’s recent
activities.

Accreditation
The Accredited List continues to be updated as
CPSSs gain accreditation; 66 members or almost
15% of the financial ordinary members of the society
now have CPSS accreditation. An additional 20
CPSS are financial and need to submit their diary and
27 CPSS are unfinancial. Expressions of interest
have been received from 45 ASSSI members so far
this year.

New accreditations
At the recent CPSS meeting Dr Cassandra Schefe
was approved as a Stage 2 CPSS and Dr Kristen
Barlow was approved as a Stage 3 CPSS.

Registers of Expertise
The Registers of Expertise format has been altered to
make the registers easier for the general public to use
if they require the services of an accredited soil
scientist. The registers are now available on the
CPSS section of the web site, with each register split
into several specialty fields of expertise and
incorporating the names and expert categories
designated by each CPSS.

Promotion
The Board approved 'CPSS' taking a commercial site
at the 2007 On-Site Effluent Management conference
in Armidale later this month and will be promoting
the Accredited List and Registers of Expertise to
delegates along with information on ASSSI. This
will be followed by advertising and promotion of
CPSS to municipal associations, state govt
departments, relevant associations and trade journals.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Expressions of interest are invited
from CPSS Stage 3 scientists to join
the Accreditation Board in January
2008. Membership is for a two-year
period and the Board seeks to balance
membership between academia,
research and private consulting. If
you are interested in joining the
Board, please contact Mr Graham
Price for further information on phone
0411 107 264 or via email on
gprice@nutrientms.com.au

REGISTERS OF EXPERTISE
The 2007 CPSS Registers of Expertise
can be viewed online at the Australian
Society of Soil Science Inc web site
www.asssi.asn.au
The Registers of Expertise are
1. Training, advice and consultation
services
2. Soil management and consultation
3. Soil survey and classification
4. Soil fertility
5. Hydrology and waste water
management
6. Applied research expertise
7. Basic research expertise.
Further categories within the
Registers cater for specialist areas
within soil science.

Next meeting
Board members plan to meet in person in December
when 2008 diaries will be assessed, allowing the
CPSS Accredited List for 2008 to be developed.
Additional time will be spent on auditing diaries as
part of the commitment to audit 20% of members
annually. #
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CPSS ACCREDI T ED LI ST SEPT EM BER 2 0 0 7
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL
TERRITORY

NORTHERN TERRITORY

TASMANIA

CPSS STAGE 3

CPSS STAGE 3

CPSS STAGE 3

Mr Ian Hollingsworth

Dr Warren Bond

QUEENSLAND

Mr David Orr
CPSS STAGE 1

Mr Peter Fogarty

CPSS STAGE 3

Mr Peter Zund

Dr Bennett Macdonald

Dr Alexander L Cogle

VICTORIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

Dr Robert Loch

CPSS STAGE 3

CPSS STAGE 3

Mr Stuart Macnish

Dr Kirsten Barlow

Dr Peter Bacon

Prof. Neal Menzies

Dr Stuart Boucher

Dr Stephen Cattle

Dr John Murtagh

Mr Bruce Hudgson

Greg Chapman

Mr. Bernard Powell

Mr Richard MacEwan

Mr. Rob Cumming

Mr Graham Price

Dr David Nash

Dr Christopher Guppy

Dr George Smith

Dr Robert Van de Graaff

Dr Pam Hazelton
Dr Nilantha Hulugalle

Dr Wayne Strong
CPSS STAGE 2

Mr Larry White
CPSS STAGE 2

Dr Takashi Itakura

Mr Justin Adams

Dr Louise Clark

Mr Roy Lawrie

Dr Gunnar Kirchhof

Mr Jamie McMaster

Dr Simon Lott

Mr Nathan Robinson

Prof. Alexander McBratney

Mr Henry Parsons
CPSS STAGE 1

Dr David McKenzie

Mr Justin Galloway

Mr Mark Stuckey

Mr Paul Milham

Mr Scott Hardy

Ms Robyn Tucker

Mr Rick Morse

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Mr Philip Mulvey

CPSS STAGE 3

CPSS STAGE 3

Dr Brian Murphy

Dr Cameron Grant

Dr Geoff Kew

Dr Robert (Bob) Patterson

Mr John Rasic

Prof. Leigh Sullivan
CPSS STAGE 2

Mr Kenneth Wetherby
CPSS STAGE 2

Mr Henry Smolinski
CPSS STAGE 1

Mr Robert Banks
Ms Laura Beaupeurt

Ms Danielle Oliver
CPSS STAGE 1

Dr Geoffrey Anderson
CPSS STAGE Student
affiliates

Mr Simon Eldridge

Mr Martin Philcox

Ms Georgina Holbeche

Mr Brendan George

Dr Cassandra Schefe

Ms Yamin Ma #

Mr Peter Graham
Mr Andrew Macleod
Mr Gregory Madafiglio
Dr Malem McLeod
CPSS STAGE 1
Dr Patrick Hulme
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HOW TO APPLY FOR CPSS ACCREDITATION
CPSS accreditation is available for financial ordinary and
student members of the ASSSI. Revised application forms
will shortly be available for downloading from the society
web site. The forms will be structured towards the stage of
CPSS accreditation. The Guideline for Applicants and the
2008 OPD diary will also be updated and loaded onto the
website in late October. All members will be advised by
email when the forms and associated information are
available on the website. #
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ASSSI plans to take on the World… in a Congress kind of way
Well, it’s official! It’s less than three years until Brisbane is abuzz with soil scientists from all over the world
coming to hear the dirt on the latest in soil science.
The organising and executive committees are very busy organising and executing plans for the 19th World
Congress of Soil Science in Brisbane from 1-6 August 2010.
So, just what is happening in the planning for the congress so far?

Congress website
Well, the website is up and running at www.19wcss.org.au which sports our new stylised logo. Yes, we did beat
QANTAS in our efforts to upgrade our image to a contemporary one. Who said soil scientists aren’t trendy!
On the website you can register your interest for the congress and when developed, the details of programs will
also be there. It has lots of information about Brisbane, how to get there, what to do when you are there, where
to stay, and why it’s a great place to hold a World Congress. We are continuing to add to the website and soon
there will be videos about Brisbane, a program outline, tours information, and some pretty pics to show the
world what we have to offer here in Oz.
Just log on to www.19wcss.org.au and have a surf. We would love to know what you think. If you do have any
suggestions, please let me know at kylie.hey@nrw.qld.gov.au.

Promotional postcards for conferences
We are planning to produce postcards, which will have photos on them to promote Australia and the congress.
We are still trying to decide how many we need as this is based on how many related conferences and events
there will be between now and the congress.
Within the next few weeks, if you are an ASSSI member, you will receive an email from the Organising
Committee asking for a list of upcoming conferences you are aware of that could be used to promote the World
Congress by giving the organisers postcards cards to distribute.

Tours
Each State Branch has been asked to develop proposals for Pre- and Post- Congress Tours. These are
traditionally a highlight of the congress and provide a lot of memories for delegates to take home with them.
So, if you have some good suggestions, or would like to be involved in a Tour, please contact your State
President.

Program
Regarding the program, there will be a welcome reception on the Sunday afternoon/night and we plan to have
six concurrent sessions throughout the week so there will be plenty to choose from. There will be field trips on
the Wednesday where you can experience the landscapes of South East Queensland and discover some of the
things that have been going on to unearth soil solutions for a changing world.
So, keep an eye out on the website for updates and new information about the conference and I will report again
in the next issue of Profile with evolving news. There will be lots to report on as we have three committee
meetings planned before the end of 2007: the organising committee meets on 18 September and 11 December,
and the executive committee meets on 3 October. .
Kylie Hey, Chair, Communications and Marketing Committee
kylie.hey@nrw.qld.gov.au
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BRAN CH N EWS
Queensland branch elects new executive
Queensland branch has elected a new executive: president Ben Harms, vice-president (and membership officer)
Peter Kopittke, secretary Bruce Carey, treasurer Kurt Deifel, newsletter editor Loretta McKeering, meetings coorganisers Ashneel Sharma & Iain Gibson, FNQ rep John Armour, FNQ proxy Andrew Biggs, NQ rep Stewart
Wood, NQ proxy Col Ahern, CQ rep Michael Braunack, CQ proxy Henry Parsons, immediate past president
Kristie Watling.

Riverina branch tours Albury
The Riverina Branch extended its profile by meeting in Albury for the first time. The July meeting was held at
Charles Sturt University’s Campus at Thurgoona. Fifteen members toured the eco-friendly campus with soils
lecturer Ben Wilson. Brendan Kelly, a former dairy farmer, told us about his research into how farmers in the
region make their soil management decisions; a ‘healthy’ soil is a high yielding one. Soil health tends to be
understood in terms of weed population, phosphorus status and acidity. Ultimately economics drives the decisionmaking process, and that in turn is driven by rainfall and prices, with little consideration of soil properties. After
lunch we strayed across the border to drool over the Murray-Darling Freshwater Research Centre in Wodonga. This
is a joint venture funded by CSIRO, La Trobe University and a federal vote. We hope to aggregate with our
Victorian cousins for the Leeper Lecture and a tour of the south east in November.

OAM for SA member Bob Holloway
SA member Bob Holloway (right) was awarded the Order of
Australia medal in the Queens Birthday Honours list for his
continued contribution to agricultural research in South
Australia. Bob completed a Diploma in Agricultural Technology
from Roseworthy Agricultural College in 1968 and after working
in the SA Department of Agriculture and the Solomon islands
moved to Minnipa Research Centre in 1976 where he spent the
next 30 years. In 1985 he began a Masters at the Waite Institute,
working with Tony Dexter and Angus Alston on boron, salt and
compaction as subsoil constraints and subsequently undertook a
PhD into zinc as a subsoil nutrient. In his studies Bob used liquid
solutions to apply zinc in the subsoil, leading to the application of fluid nutrients in topsoils, which showed some
very promising responses and resulted in a number of fluid fertiliser projects. (Source: SA branch newsletter).

David Nash Eureka Prize finalist
Victorian branch member David Nash (CPSS Stage 3) was a finalist in
the 2007 Eureka Prize for water research and innovation for his team’s
research into agricultural management of nutrients and fertilisers and
their impacts on water quality. The prize winner was Professor Shahbaz
Khan and his team from CSIRO and Charles Sturt University, for
research conducted to improve understanding of water, nutrients and salt
balances in the Murrumbidgee River catchment in NSW.

WA’s ASSSI branch has
decided on its state soil which
means there are now five
ASSSI-appointed state soils:

Understanding soils workshop

Queensland: Vertosol

Qld branch is running a one day workshop on understanding soils on 15
November at Toowoomba. It will feature hands-on sessions and
presentations on origins and properties of soils, factors that influence
soil behaviour, and soil description and classification. The workshop is
designed for environmental management professionals and other
organisations interested in learning more about soils. For further
information contact: Kristie Watling, Department of Natural Resources
and Water on 07 4688 1092 or kristie.watling@nrw.qld.gov.au. #

SA: Calcarasol
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STATE SOILS

WA: Yellow chromosol

NSW: Red chromosol
Victoria: Brown sodosol
Profile will provide
photographs and details of
each soil’s statistics in the
next issue.
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N EW ASSSI M EM BERS
Welcome to the following new ASSSI members:
Vic branch
NSW branch
Kristel Belbin
Mark Crawford

Qld branch
Jan Griffiths

Riverina branch
Karl Andersson

Paul Cheeseman

Rebekah Brosky

Gregory Hopgood

John Field

Toufiq Iqbal

Josef Major

Anthony Greenhalgh

Darryl Marks

Kim Marchiori

David Waters
WA branch
Craig Scanlan

Greg Hancock

Malcolm McCaskill

Daniel Saunders

Timothy Stannard

Phillip Moody
SA branch
Adam Sluggett

Laura Wendling
Overseas
Tigist Oicha Wollelo#

Daisy Summerfield

I N T RODU CT I ON S
Richard Hayes
Richard Hayes is a
research
agronomist with
NSW DPI at
Wagga Wagga,
investigating
perennial pasture
species suited to
the cropping zones
of southern NSW.
He is pictured here
in a pasture sward
containing the native legume Cullen australasicum.
Richard previously worked on a GRDC project
developing pasture/crop rotations for the heavy sodic
soils of the Bland catchment, northeast of Temora. In
his postgraduate study at Charles Sturt University he
is investigating factors that affect perennial pasture
water use particularly the impact of acid soils and the
effectiveness of surface-applied lime. With other soil

scientists he is also investigating the impact of
different farming systems on soil biology, a priority
area for future agronomy research.

Neil McGinn
Neil is based in
Orange, NSW where
he runs a business
producing digital
images, including
soil management
plans using soil test
information, and
farm plans using
overlays of geology,
soil type, cropping,
land use and vegetation. After studying at Tocal
College, Paterson, Neil worked in local government
and most recently in a soils consultancy before
starting his own business. #

As soil scientists working with ecologists, biochemists, hydrologists and other earth
scientists, it will be our task to unravel the complexity of our soil resources. Our
attention must be extended beyond agriculture to other aspects of soil use, including
forestry, recreation, remediation and urbanisation. It also means that the impact of soil
use and soil tillage operations should be considered in relation to all aspects of the
pedosphere and its sustainability.
Alan J. Franzluebbers, Soil and Tillage Research, 94 2007
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I N T ERN AT I ON AL Y EAR OF PLAN ET EART H
Soils are truly wonderful. They are major
support systems of human life and welfare.
They provide anchorage for roots, hold water
long enough for plants to make use of it, and
hold nutrients that sustain life – otherwise the
Earth’s landscape would be as barren as Mars.
Soils are home to myriad micro-organisms that
accomplish a suite of biochemical
transformations - from fixing atmospheric
nitrogen to the decomposition of organic
matter - and to armies of microscopic animals
as well as the familiar earthworms, ants and
termites. In fact, most of the land’s biodiversity
lives in the soil, not above ground. We build on
soil, as well as in it and with it. And it's not all
the same out there! The abundance of life,
habitats, and opportunities for human
occupation mirror the tremendous variety of
soils that are the Earth’s living skin.
(Extract from the IYPE brochure on soil. )
http://www.esfs.org/downloads/Soil.pdf

Who is behind the
International Year?
Initiated by the International
Union of Geological
Sciences (IUGS) in 2001,
the proposed International
Year of Planet Earth was
immediately endorsed by
UNESCO’s Earth Science
Division, and later by the
joint UNESCO-IUGS
International Geoscience
Programme (IGCP). The
main aim of the
International Year - to
demonstrate the great
potential of the Earth
sciences to lay the
foundations of a safer,
healthier and wealthier
society - explains the Year’s
subtitle: Earth sciences for
society.
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The International Year will support research projects
within the following themes.
Planet Earth in our hands
Groundwater - towards sustainable use
Hazards - minimising risk, maximising awareness
Earth & health - building a safer environment
Climate - the 'stone tape'
Resource issues - towards sustainable use
Megacities - going deeper, building safer
Deep earth - from crust to core
Ocean - abyss of time
Soil - earth's living skin
Outreach - bringing earth sciences to everyone
Earth & life - the origins of diversity
Download the brochures for each theme at
http://www.esfs.org/downloads.htm
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DI GI T AL SOI L M APPI N G REFRESH ER DAY
NSW branch president Brian
Murphy (CPSS Stage 3)
reports on the digital soil
mapping refresher day held
at the Department of
Environment and Climate
Change, Parramatta in July.

Digital soil mapping (DSM) is a
new frontier of soil science. It
has enabled people to represent
and understand how soils vary
in the landscape in ways never
envisaged in the past.
Previously soil mappers would
undertake field work using basic
tools such as aerial photographs
and topographic maps to collect
data and then produce maps and
reports that would be the sole
output from a major input of
work, energy and expertise.
Often only a few people would
Soil acidity in the agriculturally intensive regions of Australia
be able to see these reports and
(CSIRO Land & Water)
they were often presented in
such technical language that only a few people could understand the information presented.
Digital soil mapping has changed all that. People can now map soils in much finer detail than ever thought possible
using techniques such as terrain analysis, weathering indices, radiometrics and electromagnetic surveys. This data
can then be processed and manipulated electronically to produce highly targeted sets of information for specific
purposes. The use of the mid-infra red (MIR) technology can produce laboratory soil data at low cost.

DSM possibilities
The refresher workshop outlined DSM methodologies and how they could be used to produce soil information
packages, and raised awareness of possible uses for this technology which is only in its infancy. It has the potential
to greatly increase our understanding of how and why soils vary across the landscape. One intriguing possibility is
physically solving Jenny’s old equation for the landscape to predict soil distributions (‘scorpan’). While this would
be a satisfying scientific outcome, the prospect of being able to predict soil properties at the landscape scale holds
wonderful potential for: natural resource modelling in the fields of hydrology, salinity, economics and soil carbon
dynamics, and monitoring, evaluating and reporting soil and environmental condition. DSM’s greatest potential is
in the use of existing soil data bases and maps to produce a wide range of generalised and specialised information
packages

Workshop presentations
Dr Inakwu Odeh, University of Sydney, gave the keynote address, providing an excellent overview of digital soil
mapping and its rising importance in Australia and around the world. We heard about the crucial roles played by
digital elevation models (DEMs) (John Gallant, CSIRO), digital soil testing techniques (Balwant Singh, Uni of
Sydney), radiometrics and geophysical techniques (John Wilford, Geoscience Australia) and the FLAG topographic
modelling technique (Greg Summerell, Brian Jenkins and Brian Murphy, NSW DECC). Accounts of recent digital
mapping programs were presented by John Triantafilis (UNSW), Nathan Odgers (Uni of Sydney) and Roy Lawrie
(NSW DPI), and we heard about the latest developments in ASRIS from David Jacquier (CSIRO), with the wealth
of soil information it contains being demonstrated. There were also several interesting poster presentations.
Profile September 2007
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Workshop recommendations
1. Be aware of the technology’s limitations
There was a general caution that there are problems and limitations with using the methodologies of DSM. People
need to be aware of the limitations of using data sets such as digital elevation models, radiometrics,
electromagnetic surveys and MIR spectra. There are also limitations in the methods and algorithms used to process
this data. Guidelines need to be established on how this data should be used so that people are aware of the
limitations.
2. Use higher resolution digital elevation models
There was a wide recommendation for better and higher quality digital elevation models (DEMs). It was
recognised that the widely available DEMs are often not adequate for some purposes, especially in landscapes with
lower relief. The recommendation was made that a program to make the higher resolution DEMs more available
be undertaken and that localised projects producing higher resolution DEMS should be coordinated. (Greg
Chapman and Roy Lawrie to follow up with Australian Geoscience and ANZLIC).
3. Standardise soil mapping programs
Soil mapping programs should routinely use terrain analysis using DEMs, and geophysical data (eg use digital
radiometric data).
4. Standardise soil sampling
Some issues were raised on the quality of soil data going into data sets to be used for DSM. There is a need for
guidelines for the field sampling of soils ( see monitoring and evaluation protocols). The consensus seemed to be
that above 20 cm there is a need to take samples that are both depth based and horizon based (eg 0-5, 5 – 10 and 10
– 20 plus A1, A2) and below 20 cm samples should be horizon based.
5. Incorporate local knowledge
There was some feeling that there is still a need to talk to the actual land managers in any area being assessed using
DSM methodologies. This ensures that local knowledge is still considered in the evaluations being made.
6. Groundtruth the model
With the development of databases and DSM there is a danger of being caught in a mindset of collecting data and
producing nice looking maps and products with not enough thought to what these represent on the ground. It is
essential to have reality checks of driving around the target areas and taking some actual soil observations.
Essentially the DSM methodology produces a model of the soil distribution and it is essential to validate the model.

CD available
Overall the workshop was very
successful as it brought together
people from the theoretical and the
practical ends of the DSM fraternity,
as well as a range of people who
came along to find out what it was all
about. The questions and interaction
during the day certainly seemed to
indicate a high level of interest and
involvement by the participants. All
the presenters gave very professional
and well thought out presentations.
A CD of the presentations is
available from Brian Murphy at
brian.w.murphy@dnr.nsw.gov.au.
Many thanks to Greg Chapman,
Jonathan Gray, Linda Bennison, Jane
Aiken and Raphael Viscarra Rossel
for their efforts in organising the
Workshop, and to the presenters, and
finally to the participants who made
the day a success. #
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Predictive soil mapping in Honduras (Andy Javis et al 2006)
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A COU PLE OF T U FF PROFI LES

On a recent trip to southern Italy, Sue Hobley passed these profiles of tuff or consolidated volcanic ash
on the island of Ischia in the Bay of Naples.
ASSSI was founded in 1955 to work towards the advancement of soil
science in the professional academic and technical fields.
It comprises a Federal Council and six branches (Qld, NSW, Riverina,
Vic, SA and WA). Liability of members is limited.
ABN: 96 080 783 106
Website: www.asssi.asn.au/
ASSSI OBJECTIVES
To promote the field of soil science
To further the expertise in soil science of members
To be a forum for discussion on soil science
To increase government and community awareness of soil science
To liaise and cooperate with other organisations in support of mutual interests
To encourage research and extension in soil science
To promote wise management of the soil resource throughout Australia
MEMBERSHIP
For all membership and CPSS application and renewal enquiries go to
http://www.asssi.asn.au/members/memberships.htm or contact the ASSSI executive officer Linda
Bennison at office@asssi.asn.au, phone 03 5622 0804 or fax 03 5622 0806.
PROFILE CONTRIBUTIONS
All contributions to Profile are welcome and can be sent to the editor at rebecca.lineskelly@dpi.nsw.gov.au, 02 6626 1319, or PO Box 468 Mullumbimby NSW 2482. Email contributions are
preferred. Please email photos as separate attachments.
PROFILE DEADLINES 2007 : 30 November.
PROFILE ADVERTISING
Advertising in Profile is welcome, and must be relevant to some aspect of soil science.
Rates are: $220 full page, $110 half page, and $55 quarter page.
Information about conferences, courses, scholarships etc is published free.
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CON T AM I N AT ED SOI L SY M POSI U M
Bob White reports on a symposium on contaminated soil and its remediation held at Monash
University in July and organized by ASSSI’s Victorian Branch in association with the Australian
Contaminated Land Consultants Association and Monash’s Centre for Green Chemistry.

A total of 84 people attended the symposium, 56 representing commercial consulting companies, six from EPA
Victoria and the remainder from State government departments, universities (students and staff) and CSIRO.
Visitors came from Queensland, New South Wales and
Tasmania. The on-line registration system offered
through the ASSSI website was a big help in enabling
participants to sign up and pay.
There were four sessions with speakers covering a range
of topics from the basic biophysical properties of soils,
the pitfalls of sample collection and the capabilities of
analytical laboratories, the types of contamination that
occur and their remedies by mechanical, chemical or
biological means including phytoremediation, to the
perspective of the environmental auditor and the ongoing
development and fine-tuning of regulations governing
contaminated land.
The symposium began with talks by Nick Uren (left) on
the nature of soils in the context of soil contamination
and Ian Sargeant on properties of Victorian soils –
information sources. This session was followed by
Andrew Higgins speaking about common contaminant
analysis and soil interactions, Robert van de Graaff (CPSS Stage 3) giving his practical perspective on reactions of
metals in soil and Phil Mulvey (CPSS Stage 3 pictured below) who gave a lively presentation on remediation of
metals.
The afternoon session started with Alan Baker
speaking on phytoremediation and ecological
restoration of metal-contaminated soils and
continued with an introduction to the remediation
of organic contaminants by Phil Mulvey, and using
the soil assimilation capacity to manage soil and
groundwater contamination by Fouad Abo.
Finally, Anthony Lane gave his view of the
environmental auditor’s role in land contamination
management and Chris McAuley gave an EPA
perspective on policy and legislative requirements.
The day concluded with a panel discussion
moderated by Ian Rae, president of the Royal
Australian Chemical Institute, which brought all
the speakers together for a wide-ranging discussion
of matters of interest and contention.
The speakers’ presentations are available on a CD that can be purchased for $30, including postage and packaging,
from Gary Clark, Treasurer, Victorian Branch ASSSI, Department of Agricultural Sciences, La Trobe University,
Bundoora Vic. 3086 (email gjclark@students.latrobe.edu.au). #
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V I SU AL SOI L ASSESSM EN T WORK SH OP
Brian Murphy (CPSS Stage 3) reports on a recent visit by NZ scientist Graham Shepherd who has
developed a highly successful visual assessment method for assessing soil structure and soil health.

Visual Soil Assessment or VSA is a quick and simple
method to assess soil condition and plant performance
that has been used successfully in New Zealand and a
range of countries overseas.
On Thursday 30 August Graham demonstrated the
system in the field at the Belgenny Farm, Camden,
NSW Department of Primary Industries Research Farm
(left). This was attended by 12 soil scientists including
people from DPI and a range of private consultants
within the soil science community.
Many insightful questions were asked and Graham was
able to demonstrate the value of his technique which
clearly identified areas of compacted and degraded
soils (left).
On Friday morning, Graham demonstrated the
technique to another group of soil scientists on field
site near Parramatta (below left) . There was again a
lot of discussion, but generally Graham demonstrated
the value of his VSA technique for assessing soil
condition and soil health. An important aspect of the
VSA technique is the plant performance part of the
method which provides insights into the soil condition
and the management of soils.
In the afternoon Graham gave a formal presentation at
Parramatta on the scientific background to the VSA
methodology to a 20 soil scientists including people
from NSW Department of Environment and Climate
Change and DPI, as well as a range of private
consultants from within the soil science community.
He demonstrated that there was a lot of soil physics and
soil chemistry backing up the basic visual assessment
methodology. NSW soil scientists Brian Murphy and
David McKenzie (CPSS Stage 3) then presented short
talks on similar work being undertaken locally.
VSA is strongly correlated to crop and pasture
production and pasture quality, considers key aspects
of the subsoil and addresses the ecological footprint of
organic C dynamics and environmental issues
including nutrient loading (such as N and P) and
greenhouse gas emissions.
‘If we are moving into a world where there’s a price on
greenhouse gas emissions, to account for their carbon and their other greenhouse gas emissions, we’ve got to give
farmers/land managers simple tools to enable them to be able to report against them,’ Graham says.
Many thanks to Graham, who is currently putting together the new publications for his methodology, for several
excellent and informative presentations. He was very pleased to see the home ground of the Parramatta Eels given
that they were due to play the Auckland Warriors in Auckland in a few days. Discussion was then adjoined to the
local hotel for a few drinks and dinner. #
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PH OT O ESSAY : SOI LS I N ABU DH ABI
When David Morand (right) tells people he is surveying soils in the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi people frown and say ‘But…. it’s all just sand
isn’t it?’ But Dave assures them there is more to the landscape as
these photos show. He is part of a survey project run by the
Australian company GRM International in partnership with WA Dept of
Agriculture and Food for Abu Dhabi’s Environment Agency with
supervision by the International Centre for Biosaline Agriculture.
Phase 1 of the project is mapping the entire emirate of 55000 km2 at
1:100,000 to provide general suitability and capability assessments for
selected land uses and identify an area of 1,000,000 ha which has the
highest potential for these purposes. Phase 2 will select 400 000 ha of
those high potential areas for intensive soil survey and determine
detailed suitability for potential land uses, prioritising irrigated
agriculture. Dave is currently in Abu Dhabi until January 2008. If you
want to contact Dave in the meanwhile you can email him at
soils@grmdubai.ae.

The survey team at work

This quarry shows the striated aeolianite
underneath the surface dune, and below that the
sandstone beds or 'red beds' that underlie much of
the dunes.

White dunes, found nearer the coast and
dominated by calcareous shells and quartz. Soils in
these areas are generally arenic rudosols
(Australian Soil Classification).

Red dunes, found further inland, also arenic
rudosols, dominated by iron-coated sand grains.
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Red barchanoid dunes, which are less well
developed than parabola-shaped barchan dunes.

Aeolianite outcrop in an interdune area near coast.
Soils in these locations are usually leptic rudosols
(ASC).

Deflation plains, areas where wind has removed the
sand down to a hard or moist layer, often bordered
by salt flats at the plain/dune boundary.

The sand spear is hammered into the sand to
retrieve a thin core. This is the only option for
getting a profile description in the dunes unless the
sand is moist.

Outwash plain from Hajar Mountains, Oman.

Wadi bed in an outwash plain, Oman.
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SOI L SCI EN CE PAPERS
As a service to members Profile plans to provide details of members’ recent papers published in
refereed journals. This will involve a search of relevant journals published in the three months since
the last issue of Profile, but we may miss some papers, so if you have had a paper published recently,
please send us the details: title, authors and publication information. Below are papers relevant to
soil science published in the latest issues of Australian journals of Soil Research, Experimental
Agriculture and Agricultural Research.

Australian Journal of Soil Research 45:5 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/85/issue/3760.htm
Gravity segregation during miscible displacement—
re-investigation and re-interpretation
DA Rose, F Abbas
Labile soil organic matter pools under a mixed
grass/lucerne pasture and adjacent native bush in
Western Australia
AJ Macdonald, DV Murphy, N Mahieu, IRP Fillery
Effects of 15 years of conservation tillage on soil
structure and productivity of wheat cultivation in
northern China
Hongwen Li, Huanwen Gao, Hongdan Wu,
Wenying Li, Xiaoyan Wang, Jin He
Short-term changes in soil properties under tillage
systems and their effect on sweet potato (Ipomea
batatas L.) growth and yield in an Ultisol in southeastern Nigeria
MAN Anikwe, JN Ubochi

Effects of nitrogen fertiliser and wheat straw
application on CH4 and N2O emissions from a paddy
rice field
J Ma, XL Li, H Xu, Y Han, ZC Cai, K Yagi
Effects of zeolite application on nitrate and
ammonium retention of a loamy soil under saturated
conditions
AR Sepaskhah, F Yousefi
A laboratory and glasshouse evaluation of chicken
litter ash, wood ash, and iron smelting slag as liming
agents and P fertilisers
BE Yusiharni, H Ziadi, RJ Gilkes
Chemical fractionation of fluorine in soils with a longterm phosphate fertiliser history
P Loganathan, Q Liu, MJ Hedley, CW Gray
A comparison of some surface soil phosphorus tests
that could be used to assess P export potential
D Nash, M Hannah, K Barlow, F Robertson, N
Mathers, C Butler, J Horton .

Australian Journal of Soil Research 45:6 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/85/issue/3761.htm
Short comment on: 'Nitrogen mineralisation in
relation to previous crops and pastures'
Jesper LuxhøI, Henrik Hauggaard-Nielsen
Reply to short comment on: 'Nitrogen mineralisation
in relation to previous crops and pastures'
JF Angus, TP Bolger, JA Kirkegaard, MB Peoples
A study of the interactions between salinity, soil
erosion, and pollutant transport on three Queensland
soils
H Ghadiri, J Hussein, CW Rose
Burning crop residues under no-till in semi-arid land,
Northern Spain—effects on soil organic matter,
aggregation, and earthworm populations
I Virto, MJ Imaz, A Enrique, W Hoogmoed,, P
Bescansa
Effects of microbiotic crusts on evaporation from the
revegetated area in a Chinese desert
Lichao Liu, Yaoxuan Song, Yanhong Gao, Tao
Wang and Xinrong Li
Relationships between field texture and particle-size
distribution in Australia and their implications
B Minasny, AB McBratney, DJ Field, G Tranter, NJ
McKenzie, DM Brough
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Categorisation of soils based on potassium reserves
and production systems: implications in K
management
Ch Srinivasarao, KPR Vittal, KN Tiwari, PN
Gajbhiye, Sumanta Kundu
Predicting the response of wheat (Triticum aestivum
L.) to liquid and granular phosphorus fertilisers in
Australian soils
T McBeath, M McLaughlin, R Armstrong, M Bell,
M Bolland, M Conyers, R Holloway, S Mason
Copper release characteristics in selected soils from
southern and northern Iran
R Ghasemi-Fasaei, M Tavajjoh, V Olama, B
Molazem, M Maftoun, A Ronaghi, N Karimian, E
Adhami
Effect of arsenate on adsorption of Zn(II) by three
variable charge soils
J Liang, R Xu, D Tiwari, A Zhao
Medicago ciliaris growing in Tunisian soils is
preferentially nodulated by Sinorhizobium medicae
K Zribi, Y Badri, S Saidi, P van Berkum, ME
Aouani
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Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 47:7 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/73/issue/3750.htm
Determining the fertiliser phosphorus requirements of
intensively grazed dairy pastures in south-western
Australia with or without adequate nitrogen fertiliser
M. D. A. Bolland and I. F. Guthridge
Alternate wet–dry regime during fallow failed to
improve nitrogen release from added legume
residues in legume–wheat rotations on a Vertisol
S. J. Thomson, J. A. L. Cameron, R. C. Dalal, E.
Hoult

No-tillage and nitrogen application affects the
decomposition of 15N-labelled wheat straw and the
levels of mineral nitrogen and organic carbon in a
Vertisol
R. C. Dalal, W. M. Strong, J. E. Cooper, A. J. King

Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 47:8 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/73/issue/3751.htm
No-tillage and conservation farming practices in grain
growing areas of Queensland – a review of 40 years
of development
GA Thomas, GW Titmarsh, DM Freebairn, BJ
Radford
Responses of intensively grazed dairy pastures to
applications of fertiliser nitrogen in south-western
Australia
MDA Bolland, IF Guthridge
Surface soil acidity and fertility in the eastern Riverina
and Western Slopes of southern New South Wales
BJ Scott, IG Fenton, AG Fanning, WG Schumann,
LJC Castleman
Zero tillage and nitrogen fertiliser application in wheat
and barley on a Vertosol in a marginal cropping area
of south-west Queensland
GA Thomas, RC Dalal, EJ Weston, CJ Holmes, AJ
King, DN Orange, KJ Lehane
Influence of potassium and nitrogen fertiliser on yield,
oil and protein concentration of canola (Brassica
napus L.) grain harvested in south-western Australia
RF Brennan, MDA Bolland

Effect of fertiliser phosphorus and nitrogen on the
concentrations of oil and protein in grain and the
grain yield of canola (Brassica napus L.) grown in
south-western Australia
RF Brennan, MDA Bolland
Using APSIM-soiltemp to simulate soil temperature in
the podding zone of peanut
Yash Chauhan, Graeme Wright, Nageswara Rao
Rachaputi, Stephen Krosch, Michael Robertson,
John Hargreaves, Alan Broome
Rapid decay of dolichos [Lablab purpureus (L.)
Sweet] residue leads to loss of nitrogen benefit to
succeeding maize (Zea mays L.)
EK. Cheruiyot, SM Mwonga, LM Mumera, JK
Macharia, IM Tabu, JG Ngugi
Coinoculation of chickpea with Rhizobium isolates
from roots and nodules and phytohormone-producing
Enterobacter strains
Babur Saeed Mirza, M. Sajjad Mirza, Asghari
Bano, Kauser A. Malik
Stimulatory effects of dual inoculation with phosphate
solubilising microorganisms and arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungus on chickpea
Almas Zaidi, Md. Saghir Khan

Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 47:9 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/73/issue/3752.htm
Nutrient budgeting as an approach to improving nutrient management on Australian dairy farms
C. J. P. Gourley, J. M. Powell, W. J. Dougherty, D. M. Weaver

Australian Journal of Agricultural Research 58:8 2007
Abstracts of each paper can be found at http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/40/issue/3727.htm
Simulating the effects of saline and sodic subsoils on wheat crops growing on Vertosols
Z Hochman, Y Dang, G Schwenke, N Dalgliesh, R Routley, M McDonald, I Daniells, W Manning, P Poulton #

A recent review of the journal Soil and Tillage Research found that among its top 10 cited
papers since 1996 to 2005 were two by Australian soil scientist Yin Chan from NSW DPI:
KY Chan. An overview of tillage impacts of earthworm population abundance and diversity implications for functioning in soils. STR 57:4 Jan 2001 179-91;
KY Chan, DP Heenan & A Oates. Soil carbon factions and relationship to soil quality under
different tillage and stubble management. STR 63:3-4. Jan 2002 133-139.
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SOI L N OT ES
Soil quality website wins award
WA’s Soil Quality website, launched in March 2007, has won its designers, Spin Technology, the not for profit
category in the third annual WA Web Awards. The website is an interactive free service designed for growers and
agribusiness and allows growers to compare their soil test results against stored catchment data. Other features
include interactive calculators and fact sheets on soil biological, chemical and physical properties. Find the site at
http://www.soilquality.org.au/.

Healthy soils knowledge bank
Fran Hoyle has been appointed to lead Land and Water Australia’s Healthy Soils for Sustainable Farmsknowledge
bank project which aims to bring together existing soils knowledge into a range of information modules for
landholder use. Fran has been active in research, development and extension for 17 years as an agronomist and soil
biologist employed with the WA Department of Agriculture and Food and actively working with UWA, CSIRO,
funding bodies, industry and growers. She has a BSc (Biology), MSc (Agriculture) and a PhD (Soil Biology), has
won a GRDC ‘Seed of Light’ award for her work in farmer extension and was a finalist in the Premiers Young
Scientist Award.

Earth Science Week
Earth Science Week celebrates its tenth year on 14-20 October 2007 with the theme ‘The Pulse of Earth Science’.
Find out more at the Earth Science Week 2007 websites http://www.ga.gov.au/about/event/eswhome.jsp and
http://www.earthsciweek.org/.

Soils forum calls for halt to degradation
The International Forum of Soils, Society and Global Change held in Iceland in September has called for more
targeted research and strict guidelines to stop the massive degradation of land and soil that is contributing to
climate change and threatening food security. The forum is currently drafting a set of guiding principles on land
care, and will collate methods and lessons learnt on land care to be made available globally. More information:
http://www.iisd.ca/download/pdf/sd/ymbvol144num1e.pdf.

Scientists find why some plants are good neighbours
Chinese scientists have discovered that growing faba beans with maize not only provides nitrogen to the maize but
also releases organic acids that increase the solubility of inorganic phosphorus, further increasing maize yields. The
beans also release enzymes that decompose organic phosphorus into an inorganic form which both crops can use.
Read more at http://www.scidev.net/News/index.cfm?fuseaction=readNews&itemid=3751&language=1.

Polyacrylamide helps burnt soils
US Forest Service scientists are testing a polyacrylamide product that aggregates clay particles and makes soil more
water absorbent to help vegetation recover after fires. Soil scientists have found few ways to control large-scale
erosion after a fire aside from straw, which absorbs and retains moisture like mulch but doesn't actually strengthen
soil. In tests so far the product has been most effective in calcium-rich soils with a high clay content . Source:
http://www.smh.com.au/news/Technology/Product-Could-Heal-Soil-After-Fires/2007/08/29/1188067141943.html.

Engineered soils promote urban trees and reduce runoff
Engineered soil, a mixture of stones and soil, is proving useful in US city streets where it meets compaction
requirements for street base and planting material, promotes deep rooting of urban trees and receives rainwater,
thereby reducing storm runoff.. Read more at
http://www.srnr.arizona.edu/nemo/stormwater/CalFedPoster_Soil1.pdf.

Mars soil may be biological
A new interpretation of data from NASA's Viking landers indicates that 0.1% of the Martian soil tested could have
a biological origin. Dr Joop Houtkooper of the University of Giessen, Germany, believes that the subfreezing, arid
Martian surface could be home to organisms whose cells are filled with a mixture of hydrogen peroxide and water.
Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/08/070824122441.htm. #
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SOI L RESOU RCES
Thin on the ground: Land resource survey in British overseas territories.
Anthony Young 2007 The Memoir Club, Stanhope, UK.
This book covers the story of land resource surveys in the tropics from the 1930s to the 1970s , including the
CSIRO surveys in Papua New Guinea, as well as an account of the early origins of the land systems method,
primarily from work in Northern Territory. Find the order form at
http://www.asssi.asn.au/downloads/anthony_young_book.pdf.

Longterm soil ecosystem studies
http://ltse.env.duke.edu
The aim of this website is to expand observations and synthesis of global soil change. The global inventory now
has details of 160 studies around the world, including several Australian studies. A workshop in December 07 will
report on new findings from field experiments and soil-sequence studies, critically evaluate the state of the world's
long-term soils research base, develop research plans, and facilitate interactions. The brochure for the workshop is
at http://ltse.env.duke.edu/files/Brochure%20I%20Pop%20red%20size.pdf.

Core historical literature of agriculture
This is an electronic collection of agricultural texts published between the early nineteenth century and the middle
to late twentieth century. Full-text materials cover agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, animal science,
crops and their protection, food science, forestry, human nutrition, rural sociology and soil science. Access the
collection at http://chla.library.cornell.edu/.

Web soil survey
Web Soil Survey (WSS), operated by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), provides access
to the largest natural resource information system in the world. NRCS has soil maps and data available online for
more than 95 percent of the nation’s counties and anticipates having 100 percent in the near future. The site is
updated and maintained online as the single authoritative source of soil survey information. Find the website at
http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/app/. #

I U SS U PDAT E
Call for nominations for IUSS honorary membership
IUSS is calling for nominations for honorary membership of IUSS. The nominations will be considered by ballot at
the IUSS Inter Congress Council meeting in Brisbane in July 2008 and appointed at the World Congress in 2010.
Criteria for nomination are significant contributions to global soil science and IUSS. Nominations have to be
forwarded by the end of December 2007, so if you wish to have any ASSSI members considered for nomination,
please contact ASSSI president Stephen Cattle ASAP on 02 9351 2944 or s.cattle@usyd.edu.au.

2008 inter-Congress meeting
The 2008 IUSS inter-Congress meeting will be held in Brisbane from Sunday 29 June to Friday 4 July. The week
will incorporate meetings of the IUSS executive committee and IUSS council, and a one day symposium and a one
day field trip for all delegates. The field trip to the Sunshine Coast will include geology and soils of the region,
urban planning issues, forestry management and environmental implications, land use conflict, and much more. For
more information about the inter-Congress meeting, contact Kristie Watling at kristie.watling@nrw.qld.gov.au.

New issue of Pedometron
A new issue of Pedometron is available at http://www.pedometrics.org/pedometron/pedometron22.pdf or from
www.pedometrics.org. In this issue Elisabeth Bui has look at Dokuchaev and the zonal soil concept and there are
contributions on self-citation in pedometrics, the art of ploughing, digital soil mapping and soil science. #
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SOI L CON FEREN CES
Soil environmental and criminal forensics conference
October 30-November 1 2007. www.soilforensicsinternational.org
ASA-CSSA-SSSA A century of integrating crops, soils and environment, New Orleans
November 4-8 2007. www.acsmeetings.org
High resolution digital soil sensing & mapping, Sydney
February 5-8 2008. http://www.iuss.org/HRDSM_Flyer3.pdf.
2nd International Salinity Forum: Salinity, water and society, Adelaide
March-31-April 3 2008. http://www.internationalsalinityforum.org.
15th ISCO Conference, Budapest
May 18-23 2008. http://www.isco2008.com
Eurosoil Congress: Soil, society and environment, Vienna
August 25-29 2008. www.ecsss.net
Joint NZSSS-ASSSI conference: Soil -The living skin of Planet Earth, Palmerston North NZ
December 1-5 2008. http://conferences.massey.ac.nz
19th World Congress of Soil Science, Brisbane
August 1-6 2010. http://www.19wcss.org.au #

ASSSI FEDERAL COU N CI L M I N U T ES
Minutes for the Federal Council Meeting 235
Friday 7 September 7 2007 teleconference

1. Opening
S Cattle opened the meeting at 15:05.

2. Attendance
Stephen Cattle (President), Graham Price (CPSS
Board Representative), Brendan George (Secretary),
Linda Bennison (Executive Officer), Ben Harms (QLD
President), Rebecca Lines-Kelly (Profile Editor – till
4:55 pm), Ganga Hettiarachachi (SA President), Dan
Carter (WA President), Jason Condon (Riverina
President), Alice Melland (Treasurer), Richard
MacEwan (Vice-President).

3. Apologies
Bob White (VIC President), Alec McKay (NZ
President), Brian Murphy (NSW President), Neal
Menzies (Past-President).

4. Minutes of previous Federal Council
meeting 234
Jason Condon moved, seconded by Richard
MacEwan, accepted unanimously.

5. Business ex-minutes Federal Council
meeting 234
5.1 Branch Presidents to nominate a lead person
for contact and management of Branch
information on ASSSI website.
WA – Noel Schoknecht, NSW – follow up with
President, QLD – to provide email contact, others
have completed.
5.2 Branches requested to nominate soil related
key web links.
None received as yet. Standing item at each meeting.
Quality requested, not quantity.
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5.3 Formation of sub-committee regarding ASSSI
Position Papers and report back to FC
considering target audience and format.
Initial discussions conducted. Report expected at
next FC meeting.
5.4 Financial statements for 2006 for all branches
– some not received.
All received.
5.5 Outline of IUSS mid-congress meeting.
Done – see report in Agenda 12.
5.6 Contact respective Committee nominees.
Committees formed.
5.7 A short discussion paper will be produced for
Profile.
See General Business 13b
5.8 ASSSI membership ‘leave’ discussion paper.
See General Business 13c.
5.9 IUSS nominations.
Completed by President.

6. President’s report
6.1 ASSSI website
S Cattle outlined some of the updates to the ASSSI
website. The partitioning of the site has occurred and
need to have the resources added. Dr Markus Gräfe
(NSW Branch) has come on board to help facilitate
this process. Some early issues with server firewalls
but expect this to be sorted soon. There are a
number of on-going tasks to be carried out.
• Upload Honorary Life Member information onto
each HLM page.
• Design and populate State Soil pages with
general information and detailed information
(links) for the members.
• Consider having the capacity to click down via a
map.
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• Develop the State Soil pages with a photo(s) and
detailed reasoning as to why the respective soils
are considered important.
• Form a subcommittee lead by Richard MacEwan
with Steve Cattle (and specialist input from
Rebecca Lines-Kelly). The sub-committee will aim
to co-opt people to assist where possible.
• Aim to explore links with Land & Water Australia
regarding content and layout.
6.2 Promotional activities
2008 is the International Year of Planet Eart (IYPE)
and this is supported at a Federal Government level
through Geoscience Australia (noting there are no
funds available for support, but organisations can use
the logo). IYPE can be viewed at the website
http://www.esfs.org/ncaustralia.html. Ganga
Hettiarachachi reported that in SA groundwater,
climate change, oceans and resources are the focus
and SA branch has had the opportunity to be
involved.
The President outlined that the Society could look at
encouraging learning and discussion about the State
Soils (e.g., hand out, stamps via Australia Post at a
cost). Need to have Tasmania if we are to have State
Soils (ie complete set) with Steve Cattle to make
inquiries with Australia Post.
Linda Bennison will investigate the opportunity of
printing book marks noting that good images are
required.
Rebecca Lines-Kelly requested high resolution
photos of State Soils for inclusion in Profile.
Steve Cattle will make contact with museums
regarding interest and availability of monoliths (eg US
Smithsonian Institute display).
Discussion considered the ability to qualify respective
State Soils as State Emblems. This would require
action on behalf of the respective branches in dealing
with appropriate State procedures as they will differ
across the States. In NSW, for example, there is the
State Arms, Symbols and Emblems Act 2004. In the
first instance the branches are requested to see if
they are interested in pursuing such recognition.
6.3 Report from NZ
The conference is to be held at Palmerston North
(Massey University). It is well organised and Profile
September 2007 27 preparations are well under way.
The plan is to charge an all inclusive price with a
significant discount for students. There is a plan to
swap the Society newsletters with NZ via the secure
websites.
The ability to access international society newsletters
was raised and discussed as another value-added
service to members. Linda Benison and Steve Cattle
will compile and send letters to respective Presidents
in English speaking countries to formalise and allow
membership for President and Executive Officer
(Moved from the Chair, Seconded by Rebecca LinesKelly – passed).
6.4 Position papers
Alice Melland reported on the initial discussion across
the sub-group. The papers need to be short (eg
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weeds have three-quarter page background and then
a series of short statements).
Steve Cattle requested that Alice Melland outline in a
short report the process that the sub-committee is
happy to support. Discussion focussed on the role
and intent of the papers with a general conclusion
that the challenge will be to maintain the focus on
soil-specific related issues.

7. Treasurer’s report
The annual financial report needs to be passed at an
ASSSI AGM and propose that this will be at Victorian
meeting in November (University of Melbourne on
Friday Nov 23rd 2007).
The balance of the Society’s bank accounts as at
06/09/07 is.
• ASSSI National Cheque Account $8 109.38
• ASSSI National Business Maximiser $91 409.59
• WCSS conference account (QLD) $43 828.88
• ASSSI St George Term Deposit $62 551.56
The WCSS account includes a loan of $23 293.88
from IUSS that will be repaid after the conclusion of
the Congress.
SA returned $25 829.54 as proceeds from the 2006
conference surplus. FC needs to consider how this
can be invested. Long-term investment options have
traditionally been interest bearing bank accounts.
Discussion covered other financial returns such as
‘safe’ shares. Linda Bennison and Brendan George
to investigate and check regulations regarding
limitations of societies and report back at the next FC
meeting.
The review committee will consider options regarding
support for students to the ASSSI joint conference in
2008 as well as the WCSS congress in 2010. State
Presidents are requested to have discussions at a
Branch level as to the likely support for students.
State summaries for the financial year will be
provided at the next meeting.
States to please check and make sure that
signatories are current. If accounts are to become
inactive for long periods of time then the FC can
undertake a caretaker role.
Can branches please consider registering for on-line
facilities (eg NSW use for registration etc and is
helpful with things such as GST).
Alice Melland moved that the report be accepted,
Brendan George seconded – passed.

8. Executive Officer’s report
Regarding administrative outcomes the following
have been completed in the last three months:
• Electronic voting for a State soil for Western
Australia for WA branch members.
• IUSS nominations submitted.
• Two ASSSI bank accounts established; one for
the WCSS and one for Lyn Abbott’s IUSS
Division.
• Conference Online registration for NSW branch
allowing funds to flow directly into the NSW
branch account.
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• CPSS Registers of Expertise and Accredited List
have been revised and loaded onto the web site.
Strategic directions considered and discussion
proposed from the Executive Officer included the
formation of interest groups. This will be considered
in detail at the next FC meeting.

9. Secretary’s report
Correspondence In
• Copyright - ASSSI is now registered with the
Copyright Agency Ltd (CAL).
Correspondence Out
• Nominations were passed to the respective
committees (Prescott Medal, ASSSI Publication
Medal, CG Stephens Award).

10. Profile editor’s report
The next edition of Profile will be completed by the
end of September.
FC discussed the capacity to collate published
papers relating to Australian soil or those published
by members. Stephen Cattle to write to Branch
Presidents and request that Branches identify and
organise the collation of relevant papers published in
each three month period. These lists will be
published in Profile.

11. CPSS Board Report
Updated CPSS lists have been completed.

12. National Conference Report
See 5.3 Report from New Zealand.

13. 19th World Congress of Soil Sciences
Neal Menzies was not available to report to FC.
However, a meeting of the Australian Organising
Committee of the 19th WCSS is to be held on the
18th September. An update will be provided at the
next FC meeting.

14. General business
14.1 Note the passing of Geoff Humphreys
The President noted the sad passing of Associate
Professor Geoff Humphreys, and reported that an
obituary for Geoff would be published in the next
Profile September 2007 28 issue of Profile and also
in the next issue of the IUSS Bulletin.
WA President reported that Honorary Life Member
Bill McArthur passed away in late July. An obituary
will be prepared for Profile.
14.2 Corporate membership
A discussion paper was tabled with discussion
carried over till the next meeting. State Presidents to
discuss at branch level and to be considered in more
detail at the next FC meeting.
14.3 ASSSI membership leave
The President outlined in a discussion paper a
proposal that the Society adopt a membership leave
provision. This is aimed at members who will not be
in a position to contribute to the Society due to
maternity/paternity leave or those temporarily
domiciled overseas. Short discussion followed with
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strong support. We need to consider the rules and
ensure clarity. Motion moved that Brendan George
and Linda Bennison develop rules for membership
leave and these are considered at the next FC
meeting (Stephen Cattle moved, Alice Melland
seconded - passed).
14.4 Standards Australia report
Discussion was deferred till the next FC meeting.
14.5 Soil policy discussion paper for the Natural
Resources Policy and Programs Committee
WA President noted that the National Committee on
Soil and Terrain (NCST) recommended to the
NRPPC that a discussion paper that examines the
soil and land related natural resource management
(NRM) issues and needs in Australia, and provides a
direction for future action and investment, be
developed. WA and QLD Presidents are monitoring
the developments of the sub-committee and will keep
FC informed of the potential for the Society to
contribute. Agreement amongst FC that this is an
activity that the Society needs to more actively
engaged in.
14.6 Key soils questions
Linda Bennison reported on the opportunity to
dovetail our public information pages on the ASSSI
website. Richard MacEwan will follow this up.
14.7 ASSSI speaker at bioenergy conference
regarding soil
Brendan George was approached by the organiser of
the Bioenergy Australia conference (Gold Coast late
November) to speak regarding the potential impact of
biofuels and soil carbon and sustainability. This
highlights the opportunity for ASSSI to increase the
soil influence across other sectors.
14.8 Membership nominations
There are 24 new nominations to be considered by
Federal Council and approved for membership. The
President moved that members are accepted subject
to final approval; Brendan George seconded. Karl
Andersson, Kristel Belbin, Rebekah Brosky, Paul
Cheeseman, Mark Crawford, John Field, Anthony
Greenhalgh, Jan Griffiths, Greg Hancock, Gregory
Hopgood, Toufig Iqbal, Josef Major, Kim Marchiori,
Darryl Marks, Malcolm McCaskill, Phillip Moody,
Daniel Saunders, Craig Scanlan, Adam Sluggett,
Timothy Stannard, Daisy Summerfield, David Waters,
Laura Wendling, Tigist Oicha Wollelo,
14.9 Other
The President outlined the need to review the Society
rules and instigate a process to update them over the
next 12 months. The aim is to review over the next
few months and then consider at FC level for referral
to branches and membership for consideration.

15. Close
The meeting closed at 17:35 local time. The next
meeting of Federal Council will be a teleconference
meeting on 7 December 2007. #
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SOI L ART BY GREG CH APM AN

Tunnelling yellow sodosol in quaternary
Shoalhaven sediment near Windellama.

Bones of hydrology in the Blue Mountains exposed Lissegang Bands.

Laterite within laterite: Southern Tablelands

Volcanic profile from NZ Mt Taranaki showing
multiple ash layers, bomblets, buried topsoil and a
surprisingly fertile pumice layer.

Eroded lunette at Lake Mungo

Gypsum at Lake Mungo
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